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DESCENDENTS ON LOCAL CURVES: RATIONALITY
R. PANDHARIPANDE AND A. PIXTON
Abstract. We study the stable pairs theory of local curves in
3-folds with descendent insertions. The rationality of the partition
function of descendent invariants is established for the full local
curve geometry (equivariant with respect to the scaling 2-torus)
including relative conditions and odd degree insertions for higher
genus curves. The capped 1-leg descendent vertex (equivariant
with respect to the 3-torus) is also proven to be rational. The
results are obtained by combining geometric constraints with a
detailed analysis of the poles of the descendent vertex.
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0. Introduction
0.1. Descendents. Let X be a nonsingular 3-fold, and let
β ∈ H2(X,Z)
be a nonzero class. We will study here the moduli space of stable pairs
[OX
s
→ F ] ∈ Pn(X, β)
Date: May 2012.
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where F is a pure sheaf supported on a Cohen-Macaulay subcurve of
X , s is a morphism with 0-dimensional cokernel, and
χ(F ) = n, [F ] = β.
The space Pn(X, β) carries a virtual fundamental class obtained from
the deformation theory of complexes in the derived category [24]. A
review can be found in Section 1.
Since Pn(X, β) is a fine moduli space, there exists a universal sheaf
F→ X × Pn(X, β),
see Section 2.3 of [24]. For a stable pair [OX → F ] ∈ Pn(X, β), the
restriction of F to the fiber
X × [OX → F ] ⊂ X × Pn(X, β)
is canonically isomorphic to F . Let
πX : X × Pn(X, β)→ X,
πP : X × Pn(X, β)→ Pn(X, β)
be the projections onto the first and second factors. Since X is nonsin-
gular and F is πP -flat, F has a finite resolution by locally free sheaves.
Hence, the Chern character of the universal sheaf F on X × Pn(X, β)
is well-defined. By definition, the operation
πP∗
(
π∗X(γ) · ch2+i(F) ∩ (π
∗
P ( · )
)
: H∗(Pn(X, β))→ H∗(Pn(X, β))
is the action of the descendent τi(γ), where γ ∈ H∗(X,Z).
For nonzero β ∈ H2(X,Z) and arbitrary γi ∈ H∗(X,Z), define the
stable pairs invariant with descendent insertions by〈
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
〉X
n,β
=
∫
[Pn(X,β)]vir
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
=
∫
Pn(X,β)
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
(
[Pn(X, β)]
vir
)
.
The partition function is
ZXβ
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)
=
∑
n
〈
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
〉X
n,β
qn.
Since Pn(X, β) is empty for sufficiently negative n, Z
X
β
(∏k
j=1 τij (γj)
)
is a Laurent series in q. The following conjecture was made in [25].
Conjecture 1. The partition function ZXβ
(∏k
j=1 τij (γj)
)
is the Laurent
expansion of a rational function in q.
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If only primary field insertions τ0(γ) appear, Conjecture 1 is known
for toric X by [13, 17] and for Calabi-Yau X by [3, 28] together with
[9]. In the presence of descendents τi>0(γ), very few results have been
obtained.
The central result of the present paper is the proof of Conjecture 1
in case X is the total space of an rank 2 bundle over a curve, a local
curve. In fact, the rationality of the stable pairs descendent theory of
relative local curves is proven.
0.2. Local curves. Let N be a split rank 2 bundle on a nonsingular
projective curve C of genus g,
(1) N = L1 ⊕ L2.
The splitting determines a scaling action of a 2-dimensional torus
T = C∗ × C∗
on N . The level of the splitting is the pair of integers (k1, k2) where,
ki = deg(Li).
Of course, the scaling action and the level depend upon the choice of
splitting (1).
Let s1, s2 ∈ H∗T(•) be the first Chern classes of the standard rep-
resentations of the first and second C∗-factors of T respectively. We
define
(2)
〈
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
〉N
n,d
=
∫
[Pn(N,d)]vir
k∏
j=1
τij (γj) ∈ Q(s1, s2) .
Here, the curve class is d times the zero section C ⊂ N and
γj ∈ H
∗(C,Z) .
The right side of (2) is defined by T -equivariant residues as in [4, 20].
Let
ZNd
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)T
=
∑
n
〈
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
〉N
n,d
qn.
Theorem 1. ZNd
(∏k
j=1 τij (γj)
)T
is the Laurent expansion in q of a
rational function in Q(q, s1, s2).
The rationality of Theorem 1 holds even when γj ∈ H1(C,Z). The-
orem 1 is proven via the stable pairs theory of relative local curves and
the 1-leg descendent vertex. The proof provides a method to compute
ZNd
(∏k
j=1 τij (γj)
)T
.
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0.3. Relative local curves. The fiber of N over a point p ∈ C deter-
mines a T -invariant divisor
Np ⊂ N
isomorphic to C2 with the standard T -action. For r > 0, we will
consider the local theory of N relative to the divisor
S =
r⋃
i=1
Npi ⊂ N
determined by the fibers over p1, . . . , pr ∈ C. Let Pn(N/S, d) denote
the relative moduli space of stable pairs, see [24] for a discussion.
For each pi, let η
i be a partition of d weighted by the equivariant
Chow ring,
A∗T (Npi,Q)
∼
= Q[s1, s2],
of the fiber Npi. By Nakajima’s construction, a weighted partition η
i
determines a T -equivariant class
Cηi ∈ A
∗
T (Hilb(Npi, d),Q)
in the Chow ring of the Hilbert scheme of points. In the theory of
stable pairs, the weighted partition ηi specifies relative conditions via
the boundary map
ǫi : Pn(N/S, d)→ Hilb(Npi, d).
An element η ∈ P(d) of the set of partitions of d may be viewed as
a weighted partition with all weights set to the identity class
1 ∈ H∗T (Npi,Q) .
The Nakajima basis of A∗T (Hilb(Npi, d),Q) consists of identity weighted
partitions indexed by P(d). The T -equivariant intersection pairing in
the Nakajima basis is
gµν =
∫
Hilb(Npi ,d)
Cµ ∪ Cν =
1
(s1s2)ℓ(µ)
(−1)d−ℓ(µ)
z(µ)
δµ,ν ,
where
z(µ) =
ℓ(µ)∏
i=1
µi · |Aut(µ)|.
Let gµν be the inverse matrix.
The notation η([0]) will be used to set all weights to [0] ∈ A∗T (Npi,Q).
Since
[0] = s1s2 ∈ A
∗
T (Npi,Q),
the weight choice has only a mild effect.
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Following the notation of [4, 20], the relative stable pairs partition
function with descendents,
Z
N/S
d,η1,...,ηr
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)T
=
∑
n∈Z
qn
∫
[Pn(N/S,d)]vir
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
r∏
i=1
ǫ∗i (Cηi),
is well-defined for local curves.
Theorem 2. Z
N/S
d,η1,...,ηr
(∏k
j=1 τij (γj)
)T
is the Laurent expansion in q of
a rational function in Q(q, s1, s2).
Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 by the degeneration formula. The
proof of Theorem 2 uses the TQFT formalism exploited in [4, 20] to-
gether with an analysis of the capped 1-leg descendent vertex.
0.4. Capped 1-leg descendent vertex. The capped 1-leg geometry
concerns the trivial bundle,
N = OP1 ⊕OP1 → P
1 ,
relative to the fiber
N∞ ⊂ N
over ∞ ∈ P1. Capped geometries have been studied (without descen-
dents) in [13].
The total space N naturally carries an action of a 3-dimensional
torus
T = T × C∗ .
Here, T acts as before by scaling the factors of N and preserving the
relative divisor N∞. The C
∗-action on the base P1 which fixes the
points 0,∞ ∈ P1 lifts to an additional C∗-action on N fixing N∞.
The equivariant cohomology ring H∗
T
(•) is generated by the Chern
classes s1, s2, and s3 of the standard representation of the three C
∗-
factors. We define
(3) Zcapd,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)T
=
∑
n∈Z
qn
∫
[Pn(N/N∞,d)]vir
k∏
j=1
τij (γj) ∪ ǫ
∗
∞(Cη),
by T-equivariant residues.1 Here, γj ∈ H∗T(P
1,Z). By definition, the
partition function (3) is a Laurent series in q with coefficients in the
field Q(s1, s2, s3).
1The T -equivariant series associated to the cap will be denoted
Z
cap
d,η
 k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
T ,
for γj ∈ H∗(P1,Z).
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Theorem 3. Zcapd,η
(∏k
j=1 τij (γj)
)
T
is the Laurent expansion in q of a
rational function in Q(q, s1, s2, s3).
Theorem 3 is the main contribution of the paper. The result relies
upon a delicate cancellation of poles in the vertex formula of [25] for
stable pairs invariants. Theorem 2 is derived as a consequence.
0.5. Stationary theory. In [22], we prove reduction rules for sta-
tionary descendents in the T -equivariant local theory of curves. Let
p ∈ H2(C,Z) be the class of a point on a nonsingular curve C. The
stationary descendents are τi(p). For the degree d local theory of C,
we find universal formulas expressing the descendents τi>d(p) in terms
of the descendents τi≤d(p). The reduction rules provide an alternative
(and more effective) approach to the rationality of Theorem 2 in the
stationary case.
The exact calculation in [22] of the basic stationary descendent series
Z
cap
d,(d)(τd(p))
T =
qd
d!
(
s1 + s2
s1s2
)
1
2
d∑
i=1
1 + (−q)i
1− (−q)i
plays a special role. The coefficient of qd,
〈τd, (d)〉Hilb(C2,d) =
1
2 · (d− 1)!
(
s1 + s2
s1s2
)
,
is the classical T -equivariant pairing on the Hilbert scheme of d points
in C2.
The T -equivariant stationary descendent theory is simpler than the
full descendent theories studied here. We do not know an alternative
approach to the rationality of the full T -equivariant descendent theory
of local curves. Even the rationality of the T-equivariant stationary
theory of the cap does not appear to be accessible via [22].
The methods of [22] also prove a functional equation for the parti-
tion function for stationary descendents which is a special case of the
following conjecture we make here.
Conjecture 2. Let Z
N/S
d,η1,...,ηr
(∏k
j=1 τij (γj)
)T
be the Laurent expansion
in q of F (q, s1, s2) ∈ Q(q, s1, s2). Then, F satisfies the functional equa-
tion
F (q−1, s2, s2) = (−1)
∆+|η|−ℓ(η)+
∑k
j=1 ijq−∆F (q, s1, s2),
where the constants are defined by
∆ =
∫
β
c1(TN), |η| =
r∑
i=1
|ηi|, and ℓ(η) =
r∑
i=1
ℓ(ηi) .
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Here, TN is the tangent bundle of the 3-fold N , and β is the curve
class given by d times the 0-section. We believe the straightforward
generalization of Conjecture 2 to all descendent partition functions
for the stable pairs theories of relative 3-folds (equivariant and non-
equivariant) holds. If there are no descendents, the functional equation
is known to hold in the toric case [13]. The strongest evidence with
descendents is the stationary result of Theorem 2 of [22].
0.6. Denominators. The descendent partition functions for the sta-
ble pairs theory of local curves have very restricted denominators when
considered as rational functions in q with coefficients in Q(s1, s2) for
Theorems 1-2 and rational functions in q with coefficients inQ(s1, s2, s3)
for Theorem 3.
Conjecture 3. The denominators of the degree d descendent partition
functions Z of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are products of factors of the form
qk and
1− (−q)r
for 1 ≤ r ≤ d.
In other words, the poles in −q are conjectured to occur only at 0
and rth roots for r at most d (and have no dependence on the variables
si). Conjecture 3 is proven in Theorem 5 of Section 9 for descendents of
even cohomology. The denominator restriction yields new results about
the 3-point functions of the Hilbert scheme of points of C2 stated as a
Corollary to Theorem 5.
0.7. Descendent theory of toric 3-folds. Calculation of the de-
scendent theory of stable pairs on nonsingular toric 3-folds requires
knowledge of the capped 3-leg descendent vertex.2 The rationality of
the capped 3-leg descendent vertex is proven in [23] via a geometric
reduction to the 1-leg case of Theorem 3. As a result, Conjecture 1
is established for all nonsingular toric 3-folds. The rationality of the
descendent theory of several log Calabi-Yau geometries is also proven
in [23].
0.8. Plan of the paper. After a brief review of the theory of stable
pairs in Section 1, the vertex formalism of [25] is summarized in Section
2. The proof of Theorem 3 is presented in Section 3 for descendents
of the nonrelative T-fixed point 0 ∈ P1 modulo the pole cancellation
property established in Section 4. Depth and the rubber calculus for
stable pairs of local curves are discussed in Sections 5 and 6. The
2The capped 2-leg descendent vertex is, of course, a specialization of the 3-leg
vertex.
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full statement of Theorem 3 is obtained in Section 7. In fact, the
rationality of the T-equivariant descendent theories of all twisted caps
and tubes is established in Section 7. Theorems 1 and 2 are proven as a
consequence of Theorem 3 in Section 8 using the methods of [4, 18, 20].
Denominators are studied in Section 9.
0.9. Other directions. Whether parallel results can be obtained for
the local Gromov-Witten theory of curves [4] is an interesting ques-
tion. Although conjectured to be equivalent, the descendent theory
of stable pairs on 3-folds appears more accessible than descendents in
Gromov-Witten theory. The direct vertex analysis undertaken here for
Theorem 3 must be replaced in Gromov-Witten theory with a deeper
understanding of Hodge integrals [6].
Another advantage of stable pairs, at least for Calabi-Yau geome-
tries, is the possibility of using motivic integrals with respect to Beh-
rend’s χ-function [1], see [26] for an early use. Recently, D. Maulik and
R. P. Thomas have been pursuing χ-functions in the log Calabi-Yau
setting. Applications to the rationality of descendent series in Fano
geometries might be possible.
A principal motivation of studying descendents for stable pairs is the
perspective of [16]. Descendents constrain relative invariants. With the
degeneration formula, the possibility emerges of studying stable pairs
on arbitrary (non-toric) 3-folds.
0.10. Acknowledgements. Discussions with J. Bryan, D. Maulik, A.
Oblomkov, A. Okounkov, and R. P. Thomas about the stable pairs ver-
tex, self-dual obstruction theories, and rationality played an important
role. We thank M. Bhargava and M. Haiman for conversations related
to the pole cancellation of Section 4. The study of descendents for
3-fold sheaf theories in [15, 25] motivated several aspects of the paper.
R.P. was partially supported by NSF grants DMS-0500187 and DMS-
1001154. A.P. was supported by a NDSEG graduate fellowship. The
paper was completed in the summer of 2010 while visiting the Instituto
Superior Te´cnico in Lisbon where R.P. was supported by a Marie Curie
fellowship and a grant from the Gulbenkian foundation.
1. Stable pairs on 3-folds
1.1. Definitions. Let X be a nonsingular quasi-projective 3-fold over
C with polarization L. Let β ∈ H2(X,Z) be a nonzero class. The
moduli space Pn(X, β) parameterizes stable pairs
(4) OX
s
→ F
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where F is a sheaf with Hilbert polynomial
χ(F ⊗ Lk) = k
∫
β
c1(L) + n
and s ∈ H0(X,F ) is a section. The two stability conditions are:
(i) the sheaf F is pure with proper support,
(ii) the section OX
s
→ F has 0-dimensional cokernel.
By definition, purity (i) means every nonzero subsheaf of F has support
of dimension 1 [8]. In particular, purity implies the (scheme-theoretic)
support CF of F is a Cohen-Macaulay curve. A quasi-projective moduli
space of stable pairs can be constructed by a standard GIT analysis of
Quot scheme quotients [10].
For convenience, we will often refer to the stable pair (4) onX simply
by (F, s).
1.2. Virtual class. A central result of [24] is the construction of a
virtual class on Pn(X, β). The standard approach to the deformation
theory of pairs fails to yield an appropriate 2-term deformation theory
for Pn(X, β). Instead, Pn(X, β) is viewed in [24] as a moduli space of
complexes in the derived category.
Let Db(X) be the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on
X . Let
I• = {OX → F} ∈ D
b(X)
be the complex determined by a stable pair. The tangent-obstruction
theory obtained by deforming I• in Db(X) while fixing its determinant
is 2-term and governed by the groups3
Ext1(I•, I•)0, Ext
2(I•, I•)0.
The virtual class
[Pn(X, β)]
vir ∈ Adimvir (Pn(X, β),Z)
is then obtained by standard methods [2, 11]. The virtual dimension
is
dimvir =
∫
β
c1(TX).
Apart from the derived category deformation theory, the construc-
tion of the virtual class of Pn(X, β) is parallel to virtual class construc-
tion in DT theory [27].
3The subscript 0 denotes traceless Ext.
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1.3. Characterization. Consider the kernel/cokernel exact sequence
associated to a stable pair (F, s),
(5) 0→ ICF → OX
s
−→ F → Q→ 0.
The kernel is the ideal sheaf of the Cohen-Macaulay support curve CF
by Lemma 1.6 of [24]. The cokernel Q has dimension 0 support by
stability. The reduced support scheme, Supportred(Q), is called the
zero locus of the pair. The zero locus lies on CF .
Let C ⊂ X be a fixed Cohen-Macaulay curve. Stable pairs with
support C and bounded zero locus are characterized as follows. Let
m ⊂ OC
be the ideal in OC of a 0-dimensional subscheme. Since
Hom(mr/mr+1,OC) = 0
by the purity of OC , we obtain an inclusion
Hom(mr,OC) ⊂ Hom(m
r+1,OC).
The inclusion mr →֒ OC induces a canonical section
OC →֒ Hom(m
r,OC).
Proposition 1. A stable pair (F, s) with support C satisfying
Supportred(Q) ⊂ Support(OC/m)
is equivalent to a subsheaf of Hom(mr,OC)/OC , r ≫ 0.
Alternatively, we may work with coherent subsheaves of the quasi-
coherent sheaf
(6) lim
−→
Hom(mr,OC)/OC
Under the equivalence of Proposition 1, the subsheaf of (6) corresponds
to Q, giving a subsheaf F of lim
−→
Hom(mr,OC) containing the canonical
subsheaf OC and the sequence
0→ OC
s
→ F → Q→ 0.
Proposition 1 is proven in [24].
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2. T-fixed points with one leg
2.1. Affine chart. Let N be the 3-fold total space of
OP1 ⊕OP1 → P
1
carrying the action of the 3-dimensional torus T as in Section 0.4. Let
(7) [ON
s
→ F ] ∈ Pn(N, d)
T
be a T-fixed stable pair. The curve class is d[P1].
Let U ⊂ N be the T-invariant affine chart associated to the T-fixed
point of N lying over 0 ∈ P1. The restriction of the stable pair (7) to
the chart U ,
(8) OU
sU→ FU ,
determines an invariant section sU of an equivariant sheaf FU .
Let x1, x2, x3 be coordinates on the affine chart U in which the T-
action takes the diagonal form,
(t1, t2, t3) · xi = tixi.
By convention, x1 and x2 are coordinates on the fibers of N and x3 is
a coordinate on the base P1.
We will characterize the restricted data (FU , sU) in the coordinates
xi closely following the presentation of [25].
2.2. Monomial ideals and partitions. Let x1, x2 be coordinates on
the plane C2. A subscheme S ⊂ C2 invariant under the action of the
diagonal torus,
(t1, t2) · xi = tixi
must be defined by a monomial ideal IS ⊂ C[x1, x2]. If
dimCC[x1, x2]/IS <∞
then IS determines a finite partition µS by considering lattice points
corresponding to monomials of C[x1, x2] not contained in IS. Con-
versely, each partition µ determines a monomial ideal
µ[x1, x2] ⊂ C[x1, x2].
Similarly, the subschemes S ⊂ C3 invariant under the diagonal T-
action are in bijective correspondence with 3-dimensional partitions.
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2.3. Cohen-Macaulay support. The first step in the characteriza-
tion of the restricted data (8) is to determine the scheme-theoretic
support CU of FU . If nonempty, CU is a T-invariant, Cohen-Macaulay
subscheme of pure dimension 1.
The T-fixed subscheme CU ⊂ C3 is defined by a monomial ideal
IC ⊂ C[x1, x2, x3].
associated to the 3-dimensional partition π. The localisation
(IC)x3 ⊂ C[x1, x2, x3]x3,
is T -fixed and corresponds to a 2-dimensional partition µ. Alterna-
tively, the 2-dimensional partitions µ can be defined as the infinite
limit of the x3-constant cross-sections of π. In order for CU to have
dimension 1, µ can not be empty.
There exists a unique minimal T-fixed subscheme
Cµ ⊂ C
3
with outgoing partition µ. The 3-dimensional partition correspond-
ing to Cµ is the infinite cylinder on the x3-axis determined by the
2-dimensional partitions µ. Let
Iµ = µ[x1, x2] · C[x1, x2, x3], Cµ = OC3/Iµ .
2.4. Module M3. The kernel/cokernel sequence associated to the T-
fixed restricted data (8) takes the form
(9) 0→ ICµ → OU
s
→ FU → QU → 0
for an outgoing partition µ.
Since the support of the quotient QU in (9) is 0-dimensional by sta-
bility and T-fixed, QU must be supported at the origin. By Proposition
1, the pair (FU , sU) corresponds to a T-invariant subsheaf of
lim
−→
Hom(mr,OCµ)/OCµ ,
where m is the ideal sheaf of the origin in Cµ ⊂ C3. Let
M3 = (OCµ)x3
be the C[x1, x2, x3]-module obtained by localisation. Explicitly
M3 = C[x3, x
−1
3 ]⊗
C[x1, x2]
µ[x1, x2]
.
By elementary algebraic arguments,
lim
−→
Hom(mr,OCµ) ∼= M3 .
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The T-equivariant C[x1, x2, x3]-moduleM3 has a canonical T-invariant
element 1. By Proposition 1, the T-fixed pair (FU , sU) corresponds to
a finitely generated T-invariant C[x1, x2, x3]-submodule
(10) QU ⊂ M3/〈1〉.
Conversely, every finitely generated4 T-invariant C[x1, x2, x3]-sub-
module
Q ⊂ M3/〈1〉
occurs as the restriction to U of a T-fixed stable pair on N .
2.5. The 1-leg stable pairs vertex. Let R be the coordinate ring,
R = C[x1, x2, x3] ∼= Γ(U).
Following the conventions of Section 0.4, the T-action on R is
(t1, t2, t3) · xi = tixi .
Since the tangent spaces are dual to the coordinate functions, the tan-
gent weight of T along the third axis is −s3.
Let QU ⊂M/〈1〉 be a T-invariant submodule viewed as a stable pair
on U . Let I•U denote the universal complex on [QU ] × U . Consider a
T-equivariant free resolution5 of I•U ,
(11) {Fs → · · · → F−1} ∼= I
•
U ∈ D
b([QU ]× U).
Each term in (11) can be taken to have the form
Fi =
⊕
j
R(dij) , dij ∈ Z
3.
The Poincare´ polynomial
PU =
∑
i,j
(−1)i+1 tdij ∈ Z[t±1 , t
±
2 , t
±
3 ]
does not depend on the choice of the resolution (11).
We denote the T-character of FU by FU . By the sequence
0→ OCU → FU → QU → 0,
we have a complete understanding of the representation FU . The T-
eigenspaces of FU correspond to the T-eigenspaces of OCU and QU .
The result determines
FU ∈ Z(t1, t2, t3).
The rational dependence on the ti is elementary.
4Here, finitely generated is equivalent to finite dimensional or Artinian.
5Here, I•U is viewed to live in degrees 0 and -1.
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From the resolution (11), we see that the Poincare´ polynomial PU is
related to the T-character of FU as follows:
(12) FU =
1 + PU
(1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)
.
The virtual represention χ(I•U , I
•
U) is given by the following alternat-
ing sum
χ(I•U , I
•
U) =
∑
i,j,k,l
(−1)i+k HomR(R(dij), R(dkl))
=
∑
i,j,k,l
(−1)i+kR(dkl − dij) .
Therefore, the T-character is
trχ(IU ,IU ) =
PU PU
(1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)
.
The bar operation
γ ∈ Z((t1, t2, t3)) 7→ Z((t
−1
1 , t
−1
2 , t
−1
3 ))
is ti 7→ t
−1
i on the variables.
We find the T-character of the U summand of virtual tangent space
T[I•] of the moduli space of stable pairs of the 1-leg cap is
trR−χ(I•
U
,I•
U
) =
1− PU PU
(1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)
,
see [25]. Using (12), we may express the answer in terms of FU ,
(13) trR−χ(I•U ,I•U ) = FU −
FU
t1t2t3
+ FUFU
(1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)
t1t2t3
.
On the right side of (13), the rational functions should be expanded in
ascending powers in the ti.
The stable pairs vertex is obtained from (13) after a redistribution
of edge terms following [25]. Let
Fµ =
∑
(k1,k2)∈µ
tk11 t
k2
2
correspond to the outgoing partition µ. Define
Gµ = −Fµ −
Fµ
t1t2
+ FµFµ
(1− t1)(1− t2)
t1t2
.
Define the vertex character VU by the following modification,
(14) VU = trR−χ(I•U ,I•U )+
Gµ(t1, t2)
1− t3
.
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The character VU depends only on the local data QU . By the results of
[25], VU is a Laurent polynomial in t1, t2, and t3.
2.6. Descendents. Let [0] ∈ H∗
T
(P1,Z) be the class of the T-fixed
point 0 ∈ P1. Consider the T-equivariant descendent (with value in
the T-equivariant cohomology of a point),
(15) 〈τi1([0]) · · · τik([0])〉
N
n,d =∫
Pn(N,d)
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
(
[Pn(N, d)]
vir
)
∈ Q(s1, s2, s3) ,
following the notation of Section 0.1.
In order to calculate (15) by T-localization, we must determine the
action of the operators τi([0]) on the T-equivariant cohomology of the
T-fixed loci. The calculation of [25] yields a formula for the descendent
weight,
(16) wi1,··· ,im(QU) =
e(−VU ) ·
m∏
j=1
ch2+ij
(
FU · (1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)
)
.
The descendent vertex WVertµ (τi1([0]) · · · τim([0])) is obtained from the
descendent weight,
(17) WVertµ (τi1([0]) · · · τik([0])) =(
1
s1s2
)k∑
QU
wi1,··· ,ik(QU) q
ℓ(QU )+|µ| ∈ Q(s1, s2, s3)((q)) .
Here, ℓ(QU) is the length of QU .
2.7. Edge weights. The edge weight in the cap geometry is
W(0,0)µ = e(Gµ) ∈ Q(s1, s2).
In fact, W
(0,0)
µ is simply the inverse product of the tangent weights of
the Hilbert scheme of points of C2 at the T -fixed point corresponding
to the partition µ.
3. Capped 1-leg descendents: stationary
3.1. Overview. Consider the capped geometry of Section 0.4. As be-
fore, let 0 ∈ P1 be the T-fixed point away from the relative divisor over
∞ ∈ P1, and let
[0] ∈ H∗
T
(P1,Z)
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be the associated class. The T-weight on the tangent space to P1 at 0
is −s3. We study here the stationary
6 series
(18) Zcapd,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T
.
Our main result is a special case of Theorem 3.
Proposition 2. Zcapd,η
(∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
)T
is the Laurent expansion in q of
a rational function in Q(q, s1, s2, s3).
3.2. Dependence on s3. The function (18) is the generating series of
the integrals
(19)
〈
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
〉cap,T
n,η
=
∫
[Pn(N/N∞ ,d)]vir
k∏
j=1
τij ([0]) ∪ ǫ
∗
∞(Cη) ,
following the notation of Section 0.4.
Let ℓ(η) denote the length of the partition η of d, and let
(20) δ =
k∑
j=1
ij + d− ℓ(η) .
The dimension of [Pn(N/N∞, d)]
vir after applying the integrand of (19)
is 2d− δ.
Lemma 1. The integral
〈∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
〉cap,T
n,η
is a polynomial in s3 of
degree δ with coefficients in the subring
Q[s1, s2](s1s2) ⊂ Q(s1, s2).
Proof. Let N = OP1⊕OP1 . Let F→ N denote the universal sheaf over
the universal total space
N → Pn(N/N∞, d).
Since N = P1 × C2, there is a proper morphism
N → Pn(N/N∞, d)× C
2.
The locations and multiplicities of the supports of the universal sheaf
determine a morphism of Hilbert-Chow type,
ι : Pn(N/N∞, d)→ Sym
d(C2).
A T-equivariant, proper morphism,
ι̂ : Symd(C2)→ ⊕d1(C
2),
6Stationary refers to descendents of point classes.
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is obtained via the higher moments,
ι̂
(
{(xi, yi)}
)
=(∑
i
xi,
∑
i
yi
)
⊕
(∑
i
x2i ,
∑
i
y2i
)
⊕ · · · ⊕
(∑
i
xdi ,
∑
i
ydi
)
.
Let ρ = ι̂ ◦ ι.
Since ρ is a T-equivariant, proper morphism, there is a T-equivariant
push-forward
ρ∗ : A
T
∗ (Pn(N/N∞, d),Q)→ A
T
∗ (⊕
d
1(C
2),Q).
Descendent invariants are defined via the T-equivariant residue of(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0]) ∪ ǫ
∗
∞(Cη)
)
∩ [Pn(N/S, d)]
vir ∈ AT∗ (Pn(N/N∞, d),Q).
We may instead calculate the T-equivariant residue of
(21) ρ∗
((
k∏
j=1
τij ([0]) ∪ ǫ
∗
∞(Cη)
)
∩ [Pn(N/N∞, d)]
vir
)
in AT∗ (⊕
d
1(C
2),Q).
The codimension of the class (21) in ⊕d1(C
2) is δ. Since the third
factor of T acts trivially on ⊕d1(C
2), the class (21) may be written as
(22) γ0s
0
3 + γ1s
1
3 + . . .+ γδs
δ
3
where γi ∈ AT2d−δ+i(⊕
d
1(C
2),Q). Since the space ⊕d1(C
2) has a unique
T -fixed point with tangent weights,
−s1,−s2,−2s1,−2s2, . . . ,−ds1,−ds2,
we conclude the localization of γi has only monomial poles in the vari-
ables t1 and t2. 
As a consequence of Lemma 1, we may write
(23) Zcapd,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T
=
δ∑
r=0
sr3 · Γr(q, s1, s2)
where Γr ∈ Q(s1, s2)((q)).
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3.3. Localization: rubber contribution. The T-equivariant local-
ization formula for the series Zcapd,η
(∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
)T
has three parts:
(i) vertex terms over 0 ∈ P1,
(ii) edge terms,
(iii) rubber integrals over ∞ ∈ P1.
The vertex and edge terms have been explained already in Section 2.
We discuss the rubber integrals here.
The stable pairs theory of rubber7 naturally arises at the boundary
of Pn(N/N∞, d). Let R be a rank 2 bundle of level (0, 0) over P
1. Let
R0, R∞ ⊂ R
denote the fibers over 0,∞ ∈ P1. The 1-dimensional torus C∗ acts on R
via the symmetries of P1. Let Pn(R/R0∪R∞, d) be the relative moduli
space of stable pairs, and let
Pn(R/R0 ∪ R∞, d)
◦ ⊂ Pn(R/R0 ∪R∞, d)
denote the open set with finite stabilizers for the C∗-action and no
destabilization over ∞ ∈ P1. The rubber moduli space,
Pn(R/R0 ∪R∞, d)
∼ = Pn(R/R0 ∪ R∞, d)
◦/C∗,
denoted by a superscripted tilde, is determined by the (stack) quotient.
The moduli space is empty unless n > d. The rubber theory of R is
defined by integration against the rubber virtual class,
[Pn(R/R0 ∪ R∞, d)
∼]vir.
All of the above rubber constructions are T -equivariant for the scaling
action on the fibers of R with weights s1 and s2.
The rubber moduli space Pn(R/R0∪R∞, d)∼ carries a cotangent line
at the dynamical point 0 ∈ P1. Let
ψ0 ∈ A
1
T (Pn(R/R0 ∪ R∞, d)
∼,Q)
denote the associated cotangent line class. Let
Pµ ∈ A
2d
T (Hilb(C
2, d),Z)
be the class corresponding to the T -fixed point determined by the
monomial ideal µ[x1, x2] ⊂ C[x1, x2].
In the localization formula for the cap, special rubber integrals with
relative conditions Pµ over 0 and Cη (in the Nakajima basis) over ∞
7We follow the terminology and conventions of the parallel rubber discussion for
the local Donaldson-Thomas theory of curves treated in [20].
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arise. Let
Sµη =
∑
n≥d
qn
〈
Pµ
∣∣∣∣ 1s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
∈ Q(s1, s2, s3)((q)) .
The bracket on the right is the rubber integral defined by T -equivariant
residues. If n = d, the rubber moduli space in undefined — the bracket
is then taken to be the T -equivariant intersection pairing between the
classes Pµ and Cη in Hilb(C
2, d).
The s3 dependence of the rubber integral〈
Pµ
∣∣∣∣ 1s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
∈ Q(s1, s2, s3)
enter only through the term s3−ψ0. On the T -fixed loci of the moduli
space Pn(R/R0∪R∞, d)∼, the cotangent line class ψ0 is either equal to
a weight of Tanµ (if 0 lies on a twistor component) or is nilpotent (if 0
lies on a non-twistor component). We conclude the following result.
Lemma 2. The evaluation of Sµη at
s3 = n1s1 + n2s2, n1, n2 ∈ Q
is well-defined if (n1, n2) 6= (0, 0) and n1s1 + n2s2 is not a weight of
Tanµ.
The weights of Tanµ are either proportional to s1 or s2 or of the form
n1s1 + n2s2, n1, n2 6= 0
where n1 is the opposite sign of n2.
3.4. Localization: full formula. The localization formula [7] for the
capped 1-leg descendent vertex is the following:
(24) Zcapd,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T
=
∑
|µ|=d
WVertµ
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)
·W(0,0)µ · S
µ
η .
The form is the same as the Donaldson-Thomas localization formulas
used in [13, 20].
3.5. Proof of Proposition 2. We will consider the evaluations of
Z
cap
d,η (
∏k
j=1 τij ([0]))
T at the values
(25) s3 =
1
a
(s1 + s2)
for all integers a > 0. By Theorem 4, the main cancellation of poles
result of Section 4, the evaluation (25) of WVertµ
(∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
)
is well-
defined and yields a Laurent polynomial in q with coefficients inQ(s1, s2).
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The edge term W
(0,0)
µ has no s3 dependence (and q dependence given
by q−d). The evaluation (25) of Sµη is well-defined by Lemma 2 and is
the Laurent series associated to a rational function in Q(q, s1, s2) by
Lemma 3 below.
We have proven the evalution of Zcapd,η
(∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
)
T
at (25) for
all integers a > 0 is well-defined and yields a rational function in
Q(q, s1, s2). By (23) and the invertibility of the Vandermonde matrix,
we see
Γr(q, s1, s2) ∈ Q(q, s1, s2)
for all 0 ≤ r ≤ δ. 
3.6. Evaluation of Sµη . The following result is well-known from the
study of the quantum differential equation of the Hilbert scheme of
points [19, 21]. We include the proof for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 3. For all integers a 6= 0, the evaluation
Sµη |s3= 1a (s1+s2)
yields the Laurent series associated to a rational function in Q(q, s1, s2).
Proof. Let C∗ act on P1 with tangent weights −s3 and s3 at 0,∞ ∈ P1
respectively. Lift the C∗-action to OP1(−a) with fiber weights
8 as3 and
0 over 0,∞ ∈ P1. Lift C∗ to OP1 with fiber weights 0 and 0 over
0,∞ ∈ P1. The (−a, 0)-tube is the geometry of total space of
(26) OP1(−a)⊕OP1 → P
1
relative to the fibers over both 0,∞ ∈ P1.
The 2-dimensional torus T acts on the (−a, 0)-tube as before by
scaling the line summands. For
T = T × C∗,
we obtain a T-action on the (−a, 0)-tube. Define the generating series
of T-equivariant integrals
(27) Z
(−a,0),T
d,η0,η∞ =
∑
n
qn
〈
Cη0
∣∣∣ 1 ∣∣∣ Cη∞〉(−a,0)
n,d
∈ Q(s1, s2, s3)((q))
where the superscript (−a, 0) refers to the geometry (26).
8Remember, weights on the coordinate functions are the opposite of the weights
on the fibers.
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The series Z
(−a,0),T
d,η0,η∞ has no insertions. Hence, the results of [13,
17] show Z
(−a,0),T
d,η0,η∞ is actually the Laurent series associated to a ratio-
nal function in Q(q, s1, s2, s3). The T-equivariant localization formula
yields
Z
(−a,0),T
d,η0,η∞ =
∑
|µ|=d
S
µ
η0
∣∣∣
s1=s1−as3,s2,s3=−s3
·W(−a,0)µ · S
µ
η∞ .
The formula for the edge term W
(−a,0)
µ can be found in Section 4.6 of
[25].
Next, we consider the evaluation of the three terms of the localization
formula at
(28) s3 =
1
a
(s1 + s2) .
After evaluation, the first term becomes
(29) Sµη0
∣∣∣
s1=−s2,s2,s3=−s3
which only has qd terms by holomorphic symplectic vanishing [17, 20].
The evaluation of W
(−a,0)
µ at (28) is easily seen to be well-defined and
nonzero by inspection of the formulas in Section 4.6 of [25]. The q
dependence of W
(−a,0)
µ is monomial. The evaluation of the third term
S
µ
η∞ at (28) is well-defined by Lemma 2. We conclude the evaluation
of Z
(−a,0),T
d,η0,η∞ at (28) is a well-defined rational function in Q(q, s1, s2).
By the invertibility of (29) and the edge terms, Sµη∞ must also be a
rational function in Q(q, s1, s2) after the evaluation (28). 
3.7. Twisted cap. The twisted (a1, a2)-cap is the geometry of the
total space of
(30) OP1(a1)⊕OP1(a2)→ P
1
relative to the fiber over ∞ ∈ P1.
We lift the C∗-action on P1 to OP1(ai) with fiber weights 0 and −ais3
over 0,∞ ∈ P1. The 2-dimensional torus T acts on the (a1, a2)-cap by
scaling the line summands, so we obtain a T-action on the (a1, a2)-cap.
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Define the generating series of T-equivariant integrals
Z
(a1,a2)
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T
=
∑
n
qn
〈
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
∣∣∣∣∣ Cη
〉(a1,a2)
n,d
∈ Q(s1, s2, s3)((q))
where the superscript (a1, a2) refers to the geometry (30).
Proposition 3. Z
(a1,a2)
d,η
(∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
)T
is the Laurent expansion in q
of a rational function in Q(q, s1, s2, s3).
Proof. The twisted (a1, a2)-cap admits a T-equivariant degeneration
to a standard (0, 0)-cap and an (a1, a2)-tube by bubbling off 0 ∈ P1.
The insertions τij ([0]) are sent T-equivariantly to the non-relative point
of the (0, 0)-cap. The rationality of Z
(a1,a2)
d,η
(∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
)T
then fol-
lows from Proposition 2, the T-equivariant rationality results for the
(a1, a2)-tube without insertions [17, 20], and the degeneration formula.

4. Cancellation of poles
4.1. Overview. Our goal here is to prove the following result.
Theorem 4. For all integers a > 0, the evaluation
WVertµ
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)∣∣∣∣
s3=
1
a
(s1+s2)
is well-defined and yields a Laurent polynomial in q with coefficients in
Q(s1, s2).
We regard the partition µ, the descendent factor
∏k
j=1 τij ([0]), and
the integer a as fixed throughout Section 4.
Recall WVertµ
(∏k
j=1 τij ([0])
)
is defined as an infinite sum over the
fixed loci QU ,
(31) WVertµ
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)
=
(
1
s1s2
)k∑
QU
wτi1 ,...,τik (QU)q
l(QU )+|µ|.
The QU are determined by FU , the weight of the corresponding box
configuration. Although FU is just a Laurent series in t1, t2, t3, the
product (1− t3)FU is a Laurent polynomial.
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Our approach to proving Theorem 4 is to break (31) into finite sums
based on the Laurent polynomial
(1− t3)FU |t3=(t1t2)
1
a
.
For any Laurent polynomial f ∈ Z[t1, t2, (t1t2)−
1
a ], define
Sf =
{
QU
∣∣∣∣ (1− t3)FU |t3=(t1t2) 1a = f
}
.
Theorem 4 follows from the following result regarding the subsums of
(31) corresponding to the sets Sf .
Proposition 4. Let f ∈ Z[t1, t2, (t1t2)
− 1
a ] be a Laurent polynomial.
The evaluation  ∑
QU∈Sf
wi1,...,ik(QU)
∣∣∣∣
s3=
1
a
(s1+s2)
is well-defined. Moreover, the evaluation vanishes for all but finitely
many choices of f .
4.2. Notation and Preliminaries. We introduce here the notation
and conventions required to analyze the sums appearing in Proposi-
tion 4.
First, we view the partition µ as a subset of Z2≥0. The lattice points,
for which we use the coordinates (i, j) ∈ µ, correspond to the lower left
corners of the boxes of µ. We also write
(δ; j) = (i, j)
for δ = i− j.
The points (δ; j) ∈ µ for fixed δ lie on a single diagonal. The di-
agonals will play an important role. Let µδ = {j | (δ; j) ∈ µ}, and
define
Symµ =
∏
δ∈Z
Sym(µδ),
where Sym(S) is the group of permutations of a set S. Thus, Symµ
may be viewed as the group of permutations of µ which move points
only inside their diagonals. Let
sgn : Symµ → {±1}
be the sign of the permutation of µ.
Recall the Laurent polynomials (1− t3)FU are of the form
(1− t3)FU =
∑
(i,j)∈µ
ti1t
j
2t
−hU (i,j)
3 ,
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where hU (i, j) is the depth of the box arrangement below (i, j).
Because of our reparametrization of the partition µ and the evalua-
tion t3 = (t1t2)
1
a , the following change of variables will be convenient:
v1 = t1, v2 = t1t2, v3 = t1t2t
−a
3
and ui = e(vi), so
u1 = s1, u2 = s1 + s2, u3 = s1 + s2 − as3.
The evaluations under consideration are then simply v3 = 1 and u3 = 0.
From now on we will assume Sf to be nonempty, so
f = (1− t3)FU |t3=(t1t2)
1
a
for some QU and thus f can be written in the form
f =
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
vδ1v
eδ(j)
2
for some exponents eδ(j). These exponents are made unique by re-
quiring that eδ(j) is a weakly decreasing function of j, for each δ. We
generally regard f as fixed and thus do not indicate the f -dependence
in eδ(j).
We now classify all QU ∈ Sf . Given any σ = (σδ) ∈ Symµ, we define
a function hσ : µ→ Z by
hσ(δ; j) = a · (j − eδ(σ
−1
δ (j))).
When hσ defines a valid box arrangement, we say σ is admissible. Ad-
missibility is equivalent to the following conditions on σ:
σ0(j) 6= 0 if e0(j) > 0
σδ+1(j) 6= σδ(k) if eδ+1(j) > eδ(k)
σδ(j) 6= σδ+1(k) + 1 if eδ(j) > eδ+1(k) + 1.
For admissible σ, let Qσ denote the corresponding T-fixed locus.
Unraveling the definitions, we compute
(1− t3)Fσ =
∑
(i,j)∈µ
ti1t
j
2t
−hσ(i−j,j)
3
=
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
vδ1v
j
2v
− 1
a
hσ(δ;j)
2 v
1
a
hσ(δ;j)
3
=
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
vδ1v
eδ(σ
−1
δ
(j))
2 v
j−eδ(σ
−1
δ
(j))
3
=
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
vδ1v
eδ(j)
2 v
σδ(j)−eδ(j)
3 .
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We conclude (1− t3)Fσ|v3=1 = f and Qσ ∈ Sf . In fact, a direct exami-
nation shows every QU ′ ∈ Sf can be obtained as Qσ for some admissible
σ ∈ Symµ. If we let Sym
0
µ be the subgroup of Symµ consisting of el-
ements τ such that eδ(τδ(j)) = eδ(j), then Qσ = Qσ′ if and only if
σ−1σ′ ∈ Sym0µ.
We thus can replace the sum over QU ∈ Sf with a sum over admis-
sible σ ∈ Symµ:
(32)
 ∑
QU∈Sf
wi1,...,ik(QU)
∣∣∣∣
s3=
1
a
(s1+s2)
=
1
| Sym0µ |
 ∑
σ∈Symµ admissible
wi1,...,ik(Qσ)
∣∣∣∣
s3=
1
a
(s1+s2)
.
We will show the evaluation is well-defined by choosing κ0 such that
each term wi1,...,ik(Qσ) in the above sum has order of vanishing along
u3 = 0 at least −κ0, and then showing
(33)
∑
σ∈Symµ admissible
(
∂
∂u3
)κ
(uκ03 wi1,...,ik(Qσ))
∣∣∣∣
u3=0
= 0
for 0 ≤ κ < κ0.
The second part of Proposition 4, the vanishing of the evaluation
(32) for all but finitely many f , is then equivalent to proving that (33)
holds for κ = κ0 (for all but finitely many f).
In order to prove these vanishing results, we will need to analyze the
dependence of the terms
(
∂
∂u3
)κ
(uκ03 wi1,...,ik(Qσ))
∣∣∣∣
u3=0
on the permu-
tation σ ∈ Symµ. For each κ, we will find the corresponding term is
equal to a polynomial in the values σδ(j) of relatively low degree which
vanishes at all inadmissible permutations σ.
Let Q[σ] and Q(σ) denote the ring of polynomials and the field of
rational functions respectively in the variables σδ(j). For a polynomial
P ∈ Q[σ], let deg(P ) be the (total) degree of P . For rational functions
P
Q
∈ Q(σ), we set
deg
(
P
Q
)
= deg(P )− deg(Q).
We observe that if P ∈ Q[σ] has degree deg(P ) <
∑
δ
1
2
|µδ|(|µδ|−1),
then ∑
σ∈Symµ
sgn(σ)P (σ) = 0,
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since a nonzero alternating polynomial with respect to Symµ would
have to have greater degree.
4.3. Proof of Proposition 4. We need to study the σ-dependence of
wi1,...,ik(Qσ) = e(−Vσ)
k∏
j=1
ch2+ij (Fσ · (1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)).
We begin by explicitly writing Vσ in terms of σ and the numbers
eδ(j). Recall
Vσ =
F′σ − F
′
0
1− t3
+
F′σ − F
′
0
t1t2(1− t3)
−
F′σF
′
σ − F
′
0F
′
0
1− t3
(1− t−11 )(1− t
−1
2 ),
where F′σ = (1− t3)Fσ and
F′0 =
∑
(i,j)∈µ
ti1t
j
2.
In particular, Vσ|v3=1 does not depend on σ. Hence, the order of van-
ishing of e(−Vσ) along u3 = 0 is an integer −κ0 independent of σ.
Since the descendent factor is a polynomial in u1, u2, u3, the order of
vanishing of wi1,...,ik(Qσ) along u3 = 0 is at least −κ0. If κ0 ≤ 0, then
the evaluation is well-defined on each wi1,...,ik(Qσ) and thus on their
sum. If κ0 < 0, then the evaluation in fact yields zero. So we may
assume κ0 ≥ 0.
We now rewrite Vσ in terms of v1, v2, v3. We find Vσ equals
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
vδ1v
eδ(j)
2 v
σδ(j)−eδ(j)
3 − v
δ
1v
j
2
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
+
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
v−δ1 v
−eδ(j)−1
2 v
−σδ(j)+eδ(j)
3 − v
−δ
1 v
−j−1
2
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
−
∑
(δ1;j1),(δ2;j2)∈µ
vδ1−δ21 v
eδ1 (j1)−eδ2 (j2)
2 v
σδ1 (j1)−σδ2 (j2)−eδ1 (j1)+eδ2 (j2)
3 − v
δ1−δ2
1 v
j1−j2
2
(1− (v2
v3
)
1
a ) · (1− v−11 )
−1(1− v1v
−1
2 )
−1
.
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Let C > 2max(eδ(j)) be a large positive integer. We break up each of
the three above sums above using C. Then, Vσ equals
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
vδ1v
eδ(j)
2 v
σδ(j)−eδ(j)
3 − v
δ
1v
−C
2 v
σδ(j)+C
3
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
+
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
vδ1v
−C
2 v
j+C
3 − v
δ
1v
j
2
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
+
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
v−δ1 v
−eδ(j)−1
2 v
−σδ(j)+eδ(j)
3 − v
−δ
1 v
−C−1
2 v
−σδ(j)+C
3
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
+
∑
(δ;j)∈µ
v−δ1 v
−C−1
2 v
−j+C
3 − v
−δ
1 v
−j−1
2
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
−
∑
(δ1;j1),(δ2;j2)∈µ
(
vδ1−δ21 v
eδ1 (j1)−eδ2 (j2)
2 v
σδ1 (j1)−σδ2 (j2)−eδ1 (j1)+eδ2 (j2)
3
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
−
vδ1−δ21 v
−C
2 v
σδ1 (j1)−σδ2 (j2)+C
3
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
)
· (1− v−11 )(1− v1v
−1
2 )
−
∑
(δ1;j1),(δ2;j2)∈µ
vδ1−δ21 v
−C
2 v
j1−j2+C
3 − v
δ1−δ2
1 v
j1−j2
2
1− (v2
v3
)
1
a
· (1− v−11 )(1 − v1v
−1
2 ).
We now expand out the above sums into monomials: all of the re-
sulting terms will be of the form
±vx1v
y
2v
z(σ)
3 ,
where x and y have no dependence on the permutation σ = (σδ) and
z ∈ Q[σ] is a linear function of the values σδ(j). After separating out
the monomials with x = y = 0, we write
Vσ =
∑
(c,0,0,z)∈S
cv
z(σ)
3 +
∑
(c,x,y,z)∈S
(x,y)6=(0,0)
cvx1v
y
2v
z(σ)
3 ,
where S is a finite set containing the data of the monomials which
appear (with coefficients c ∈ Z). Then
e
− ∑
(c,0,0,z)∈S
cv
z(σ)
3
 = φ(σ)u−κ03 ,
for a rational function φ = φf ∈ Q(σ) which will be explicitly described
below.
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We analyze first the descendent factors in wi1,...,ik(Qσ). The descen-
dent terms can be expressed in the form
k∏
j=1
ch2+ij (Fσ · (1− t1)(1− t2)(1− t3)) =
k∏
j=1
∑
(c′,x,y,z)∈S′j
c′(xu1 + yu2 + z(σ)u3)
2+ij ,
where the S ′j are more fixed finite sets containing the data of the terms
which appear. As before, z ∈ Q[σ] is linear. We then find
uκ03 wi1,...,ik(Qσ) = φ(σ)
∏
(c,x,y,z)∈S
(x,y)6=(0,0)
(xu1 + yu2 + z(σ)u3)
−c
·
k∏
j=1
∑
(c′,x,y,z)∈S′j
c′(xu1 + yu2 + z(σ)u3)
2+ij .
Differentiating the above product κ times with respect to u3 and then
setting u3 equal to 0 is easily done. We obtain(
∂
∂u3
)κ
(uκ03 wi1,...,ik(Qσ))|u3=0 =
∑
i∈I
φ(σ)Zi(σ)Ri(u1, u2),
where I is an indexing set, Zi ∈ Q[σ] has degree at most κ, and
Ri(u1, u2) ∈ Q(u1, u2) does not depend on σ.
Proposition 4 will follow from the claim that
(34)
∑
σ∈Symµ admissible
φ(σ)Z(σ) = 0
for any polynomial Z of degree κ < κ0 (or degree κ = κ0 for all but
finitely many f). The vanishing property (34) is purely a property of
the rational function φ ∈ Q(σ).
We will now study φ in more detail. The goal is to find a polynomial
ψ ∈ Q[σ] of sufficiently low degree satisfying
φ(σ) = sgn(σ)ψ(σ)
for every admissible σ ∈ Symµ and satisfying ψ(σ) = 0 for every inad-
missible σ ∈ Symµ. From the formula for Vσ, we can describe φ ∈ Q(σ)
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explicitly as a product of linear factors:
φ(σ) =
 ∏
(0;j)∈µ
e0(j)>0
σ0(j)

 ∏
(0;j)∈µ
j>0
j

−1 ∏
(0;j)∈µ
e0(j)<−1
(−σ0(j)− 1)

 ∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
eδ(j1)>eδ(j2)
(σδ(j1)− σδ(j2))

−1 ∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
j1>j2
(j1 − j2)

 ∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
eδ(j1)>eδ(j2)+1
(σδ(j1)− σδ(j2)− 1)

−1 ∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
j1>j2+1
(j1 − j2 − 1)

 ∏
(δ+1;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
eδ+1(j1)>eδ(j2)
(σδ+1(j1)− σδ(j2))

 ∏
(δ+1;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
j1>j2
(j1 − j2)

−1
 ∏
(δ;j1),(δ+1;j2)∈µ
eδ(j1)>eδ+1(j2)+1
(σδ(j1)− σδ+1(j2)− 1)

 ∏
(δ;j1),(δ+1;j2)∈µ
j1>j2+1
(j1 − j2 − 1)

−1
.
The degree of φ is easily computed to be −κ0, since there are the same
number of constant factors appearing on the numerator and denomi-
nator in the above expression.
Lemma 4. We have∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
j1>j2
(j1 − j2)∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
eδ(j1)>eδ(j2)
(σδ(j1)− σδ(j2))
= ± sgn(σ)
∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
eδ(j1)=eδ(j2)
j1>j2
(σδ(j1)− σδ(j2))
for every σ ∈ Symµ.
Proof. The formula is obtained by cancelling equal terms on the left
side. 
Suppose that {δ | µδ 6= ∅} = {δ | a ≤ δ ≤ b}. By using the identity
of Lemma 4 and grouping terms appropriately, we find
φ(σ) = sgn(σ)φ0(σ)
for φ0 ∈ Q(σ) given by
(35) φ0 = XPQ
∏
a≤δ≤b−1Rδ∏
a+1≤δ≤b−1 Sδ
,
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where
P =
∏
j∈µ0
e0(j)<−1
(−σ0(j)− 1), Q =
∏
j∈µ0
e0(j)>0
σ0(j),
Rδ =
 ∏
j1∈µδ+1,j2∈µδ
eδ+1(j1)>eδ(j2)
(σδ+1(j1)− σδ(j2))

 ∏
j1∈µδ,j2∈µδ+1
eδ(j1)>eδ+1(j2)+1
(σδ(j1)− σδ+1(j2)− 1)
 ,
Sδ =
∏
j1,j2∈µδ
eδ(j1)>eδ(j2)+1
(σδ(j1)− σδ(j2)− 1),
andX ∈ Q[σ] is a polynomial. The total degree of the rational function
φ0 is
deg(φ)+deg
 ∏
(δ;j1),(δ;j2)∈µ
j1>j2
(σδ(j1)− σδ(j2))
 = −κ0+∑
δ
1
2
|µδ|(|µδ|−1).
We now require an algebraic result in order to convert φ0 into a
polynomial. Let m,n ≥ 0 be integers, and let
A = Q[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym].
Let P be the collection of n!m! points
(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) ∈ Q
n+m
satisfying {x1, . . . , xn} = {1, . . . , n} and {y1, . . . , ym} = {1, . . . , m}.
Let a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ an be integers with 0 ≤ ai < i, and set
F =
∏
1≤j≤ai
(xj − xi + 1) ∈ A.
The following Proposition will be proven in Section 5.
Proposition 5. If G ∈ A vanishes when evaluated at every point of P
at which F vanishes, then there exists H ∈ A with
deg(H) ≤ deg(G)− deg(F )
satisying G = FH for every point of P .
If Sδ+1(σ) = 0 for a given σ ∈ Symµ (which is then necessarily
inadmissible), then
(36) Rδ(σ) = Rδ+1(σ) = 0.
By reindexing the permutation sets µδ and µδ+1 as necessary, we can
apply Proposition 5 with G = Rδ and F = Sδ, since Sδ is of the
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appropriate form.9 Thus for a+1 ≤ δ ≤ b− 1, there exist polynomials
Tδ ∈ Q[σ] with deg(Tδ) ≤ deg(Rδ)− deg(Sδ) satisfying
Tδ(σ) =
Rδ(σ)
Sδ(σ)
for all σ for which which Sδ(σ) 6= 0. Then
ψ = XPQRa
∏
a+1≤δ≤b−1
Tδ ∈ Q[σ]
has degree at most equal to that of φ0 and satisfies
sgn(σ)ψ(σ) = sgn(σ)φ0(σ) = φ(σ)
for any admissible σ.
For a polynomial θ ∈ Q[σ], let V (θ) denote the set of σ ∈ Symµ such
that θ(σ) = 0. We see
V (ψ) ⊇ V (Q) ∪ V (Ra) ∪
( ⋃
a+1≤δ≤b−1
V (Tδ)
)
⊇ V (Q) ∪ V (Ra) ∪
( ⋃
a+1≤δ≤b−1
(V (Rδ)− V (Sδ))
)
⊇ V (Q) ∪
( ⋃
a≤δ≤b−1
V (Rδ)
)
= {σ ∈ Symµ | σ is not admissible}.
The third inclusion is by repeated application of (36). We conclude ψ
vanishes when evaluated at any inadmissible σ.
We are finally able to evaluate the sum (34). We have∑
σ∈Symµ admissible
φ(σ)Z(σ) =
∑
σ∈Symµ
sgn(σ)ψ(σ)Z(σ).
If deg(Z) < κ0, then deg(ψZ) <
∑
δ
1
2
|µδ|(|µδ| − 1), and thus∑
σ∈Symµ
sgn(σ)ψ(σ)Z(σ) = 0.
We have proven the evaluation of Proposition 4 is well-defined.
9By definition, eδ(j) is a weakly decreasing function of j. We use the opposite
ordering on the variables σδ(j) to write Sδ in the desired form. Explicitly, if
µδ = {A,A+ 1, . . . , B},
then we take xi = σδ(B − i+ 1)−A+ 1.
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The second part of Proposition 4 asserts the vanishing of the evalua-
tion for all but finitely many f . We will use a combination of two ideas
to prove the assertion. First, if S(f) = ∅, then the evaluation is triv-
ially zero. Second, we replace the polynomial ψ above with another
polynomial ψ′ which assumes the same values but has lower degree.
Then
deg(ψ′) < deg(φ0) = −κ0 +
∑
δ
1
2
|µδ|(|µδ| − 1).
So for deg(Z) ≤ κ0, ∑
σ∈Symµ
sgn(σ)ψ′(σ)Z(σ) = 0.
As we have seen, a choice of f such that S(f) 6= ∅ uniquely deter-
mines constants eδ(j) weakly decreasing in j. We use linear inequalities
in the constants eδ(j) to describe four cases in which either S(f) = ∅
or ψ can be replaced by ψ′ as above. In the end, we will check that
only finitely many possibilities avoid all four cases. The finiteness will
come from giving upper and lower bounds for the eδ(j). For the lower
bound, since eδ(j) is weakly decreasing in j, we introduce the notation
mδ = max(µδ)
and focus on the values eδ(mδ).
Case I. Let J = max{j | (δ; j) ∈ µ for some δ} and suppose eδ(j) > J
for some (δ; j) ∈ µ. Then for any σ ∈ Symµ,
hσ(δ; σδ(j)) = a · (σδ(j)− eδ(j)) < 0,
so σ is not admissible. Thus S(f) = ∅.
Case II. Consider the sequence
e0(0) ≥ e0(1) ≥ · · · ≥ e0(m0).
Suppose there exists i ∈ {0, . . . , m0} for which the conditions
• e0(i) < −1
• i = 0 or e0(i) < e0(i− 1)− 1
hold. Then, for admissible σ ∈ Symµ, the factor σ0 must map {i, . . . , m0}
to itself, as the box configuration function
hσ(δ; j) = a(j − eδ(σ
−1
δ (j)))
must be weakly increasing in j. The factor P of ψ is a multiple of
m0∏
j=i
(−σ0(j)− 1).
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Since ψ
P
vanishes at all inadmissible σ, we can take
ψ′ =
∏m0
j=i(−j − 1)∏m0
j=i(−σ0(j)− 1)
ψ,
and then ψ′(σ) = ψ(σ) at all σ ∈ Symµ. We have deg(ψ
′) < deg(ψ),
as desired.
Case III. Suppose δ ≥ 0 and eδ+1(mδ+1) + 1 < eδ(mδ).
Then, either mδ+1 = mδ − 1 or mδ+1 = mδ. We consider the two
options separately.
(i) If mδ+1 = mδ − 1, then for any σ ∈ Symµ, we can take
i = σ−1δ (σδ+1(mδ+1) + 1) .
Then, σδ(i) = σδ+1(mδ+1) + 1 and eδ(i) ≥ eδ(mδ) > eδ+1(mδ+1) + 1, so
σ is not admissible. Thus S(f) = ∅.
(ii) If mδ+1 = mδ, then we have eδ+1(mδ) + 1 < eδ(mδ) ≤ eδ(j) for
0 ≤ j ≤ mδ, so Rδ is a multiple of
(37)
mδ∏
j=0
(σδ(j)− σδ+1(mδ)− 1).
The product (37) vanishes unless σδ+1(mδ) = mδ. Hence
(−mδ − 1)
mδ∏
j=1
(j − σδ+1(mδ)− 1)
equals (37) for all σ ∈ Symµ and is of lower degree, so we may replace
ψ with ψ′ of lower degree.
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Case IV. Suppose δ < 0 and eδ(mδ) < eδ+1(mδ+1).
The situation is parallel to Case III. As before, either S(f) = ∅ or
we can replace a divisor of Rδ with a polynomial of lower degree.
To complete the proof of Proposition 4, we must check there are only
finitely many f which avoid Cases I-IV. If f does not fall into Case I,
then eδ(j) ≤ J for all (δ; j) ∈ µ. If f does not fall into Case II, then
e0(j) ≥ −j − 1 for each j, and in particular e0(m0) ≥ −m0 − 1. If f
also does not fall into either of the other two cases, we can extend the
inequality to obtain
eδ(mδ) ≥ −m0 − 1−max{δ | µδ 6= ∅}
for all δ. Since eδ(j) is a weakly decreasing function of j, the bounds
imply bounds for all of the eδ(j). Since the eδ(j) belong to
1
a
Z, we
conclude there are only a finite number of possibilities for each if f
does not fall into any of the Cases I-IV. 
4.4. Proof of Proposition 5. Let R = Q[x1, . . . , xn], and let
e1, e2, . . . , en ∈ R
be the elementary symmetric polynomials with c1, c2, . . . , cn ∈ Z their
evaluations at xi = i. Let
I = (e1 − c1, . . . , en − cn) ⊂ R
denote the ideal of polynomials vanishing on every permutation of
(1, . . . , n). For a polynomial f ∈ R, let f0 denote the homogeneous
part of f of highest degree. For an ideal J ⊂ R, let J0 denote the
homogeneous ideal generated by the top-degree parts,
J0 = 〈 f0 | f ∈ J 〉 .
Using the regularity of e1, . . . , en, we easily see I0 = (e1, . . . , en).
We define R′ = Q[y1, . . . , ym] and ideals I
′, I ′0 ⊂ R
′ as above with
respect to the permutations of (1, . . . , m). We have
A = R⊗Q R
′ = Q[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] .
For notational convenience, we let
I, I0, I
′, I ′0 ⊂ A
denote the extensions of the respective ideals of R and R′ in A. The
ideal of A vanishing on the set P ⊂ Qn+m of Proposition 5 is precisely
I + I ′. The basic equality
(I + I ′)0 = I0 + I
′
0
holds.
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Let P̂ = {p ∈ P | F (p) 6= 0}. Let H ∈ A be a polynomial with the
prescribed values
H(p) =
G(p)
F (p)
for p ∈ P̂ , of minimum possible degree d = deg(H). We must show
d ≤ deg(G)−deg(F ). For contradiction, assume d > deg(G)−deg(F ).
Then, the polynomial G − FH vanishes at every p ∈ P and has top
degree part F0H0.
Since F0 ∈ R, we verify the following equality
H0 ∈ {f ∈ A | F0f ∈ (I + I
′)0} = {r ∈ R | F0r ∈ I0}+ I
′
0 ⊂ A.
We claim the above ideal is equal to
{f ∈ A | Ff ∈ I + I ′}0 = {r ∈ R | Fr ∈ I}0 + I
′
0 ⊂ A,
Assuming the equality, there exists H ′ ∈ A with top degree part H0
and FH ′ ∈ I + I ′ vanishing at every p ∈ P . But then H0 − H ′ has
degree less than that of H0 and still interpolates the desired values, so
we have a contradiction.
To complete the proof of Proposition 5, we must show
{r ∈ R | F0r ∈ I0}+ I
′
0 = {r ∈ R | Fr ∈ I}0 + I
′
0,
or equivalently
(38) {r ∈ R | F0r ∈ I0} = {r ∈ R | Fr ∈ I}0.
The left hand side contains the right hand side. The equality (38) is
thus a consequence of the following Lemma which implies the two sides
have equal (and finite) codimension in R.
Lemma 5. Let n ≥ 0 be an integer, and let a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ an be
integers satisfying 0 ≤ ai < i. Let
F =
∏
1≤j≤ai
(xj − xi + 1) and F0 =
∏
1≤j≤ai
(xj − xi).
Then, we have
rankQ(mF : R/I → R/I) = rankQ(mF0 : R/I0 → R/I0)
=
n∏
i=1
(i− ai),
where mF and mF0 denote multiplication operators by F and F0 respec-
tively.
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Proof. We first show rankQ(mF ) =
∏n
i=1(i − ai). Since R/I is the
coordinate ring of the set of n! permutations of (1, . . . , n), the rank is
simply the number of permutations at which F does not vanish. We
must count the number of permutations σ ∈ Symn satisfying
σ(i)− 1 6= σ(j)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ ai.
We view the permutation σ (extended by σ(0) = 0) as a directed path
on vertices labeled 0, 1, . . . , n with an edge from i to j if σ(i)−1 = σ(j).
We are then counting permutations which do not have an edge from i
to j if 1 ≤ j ≤ ai.
We count the number of ways of building such a path by first choosing
an edge leading out of n, then an edge leading out of n − 1, and so
on. The edge leading out of n can go to 0 or to any j with an < j <
n; there are n − an choices. After placing the edges leading out of
n, n− 1, . . . , k + 1, the digraph will be a disjoint union of k + 1 paths.
One of these paths will end at k and ak of the other paths will end
at 1, . . . , ak, so the choices for the edge leading out of k are to go to
the start of one of the k − ak other paths. Thus, the number of such
permutations is indeed the product (n− an) · · · (1− a1).
Proving rankQ(mF0) =
∏n
i=1(i− ai) will require more work. Let
J = {f ∈ R | F0f ∈ I0},
so multiplication by F0 induces an isomorphism between R/J and
Image(mF0) ⊂ R/I0. We will show
(39) rankQ(R/J) =
n∏
i=1
(i− ai) .
In fact, we claim R/J is a 0-dimensional complete intersection of mul-
tidegree (1− a1, . . . , n− an). The dimension (39) will then follow from
Bezout’s Theorem. For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let
fk =
n∑
i=k
xi
k−1∏
j=ak+1
(xj − xi).
We claim J = (f1, . . . , fn). Note fk has degree k − ak as desired.
We will prove this claim by induction on the sequence (ai)
n
i=1. The
base case is ai = 0 for all i where
F = 1, J = I0, and fk =
n∑
i=k
xi
k−1∏
j=1
(xj − xi) .
We must show (f1, . . . , fn) = (e1, . . . , en).
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First, suppose f1 = f2 = · · · = fn = 0 at some point
(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Q
n
.
From fn = 0, we find either tn = 0 or tn = ti for some i < n. Since
fn−1 = 0, either tn−1 = 0 or tn−1 = ti for some i < n− 1. Continuing,
we conclude for every k, either tk = 0 or tk = ti for some i < k. Thus,
tk = 0 for all k. Therefore R/(f1, . . . , fn) is a complete intersection and
has Q-rank
(deg f1) · · · (deg fn) = n! = rankQ(R/(e1, . . . , en)) .
By the rank computation, we need only show
(40) (f1, . . . , fn) ⊆ (e1, . . . , en)
to complete the base case of the induction. But the inclusion (40) is
easily seen. For every k, we have
fk =
n∑
i=1
xi
k−1∏
j=1
(xj − xi)
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
e=1
cex
e
i
=
n∑
e=1
ce
(
n∑
i=1
xei
)
,
where ce ∈ R. The power sum
∑n
i=1 x
e
i is symmetric and can be written
as a polynomial in the elementary symmetric functions e1, . . . , en. The
base case is now established.
We now consider two sets of indices a1, . . . , an and a
′
1, . . . , a
′
n for
which such that a′i = ai except when i = l and
(41) a′l = al + 1.
We moreover require either l = n or al+1 = al + 1. We assume induc-
tively our claim holds for a1, . . . , an and show the claim for a
′
1, . . . , a
′
n.
Every (a′i)1≤i≤n which is not identically zero can be reached by taking
l = min{l | a′l = a
′
n}, so the inductive step will imply the Lemma.
Let J ,J ′ be the corresponding ideals and let f1, . . . , fn and f
′
1 . . . , f
′
n be
the claimed generators. We are assuming J = (f1, . . . , fn) and want to
prove J ′ = (f ′1 . . . , f
′
n).
From the definition of J and J ′, we easily see
J ′ = {g ∈ R | (xal+1 − xl)g ∈ J}.
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Also note f ′k = fk for k 6= l. If l = n, then
f ′l =
fl
xal+1 − xl
and otherwise
f ′l =
fl − fl+1
xal+1 − xl
by condition (41).
Let R = R/(xal+1 − xl). For an element r ∈ R, let r denote the
projection in R. Consider the R-module homomorphism
ψ : R
n
→ R
defined by ψ(r1, . . . , rn) = f 1r1+ · · ·+fnrn. Let s
(j)
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
1 ≤ j ≤ m be such that the m elements (s(j)1 , . . . , s
(j)
n ) ∈ R
n
generate
the kernel of ψ. Clearly, J ′ is the ideal generated by J and the m
elements
1
xal+1 − xl
n∑
i=1
fis
(j)
i .
In other words, we must find all the relations between the elements
f 1, . . . , fn.
Now f l = f l+1 if l 6= n, or f l = 0 if l = n, so we need only consider
relations between the n−1 elements with f l removed. These n−1 ele-
ments in R form a complete intersection, so the relations are generated
by the trivial ones f if j − f jf i = 0.
We have proven that J ′ is the ideal generated by J = (f1, . . . , fn),
either fl
xal+1−xl
if l = n or
fl−fl+1
xal+1−xl
otherwise, and the elements
fifj − fjfi
xal+1 − xl
= 0.
Thus J ′ = (f ′1 . . . , f
′
n), as desired. 
5. Descendent depth
5.1. T -Depth. Let N be a split rank 2 bundle on a nonsingular pro-
jective curve C of genus g. Let S ⊂ N be the relative divisor associated
to the points p1, . . . , pr ∈ C. We consider the T -equivariant stable pairs
theory of N/S with respect to the scaling action.
The T -depth m theory of N/S consists of all T -equivariant series
(42) Z
N/S
d,η1,...,ηr
(
k′∏
j′=1
τi′
j′
(1)
k∏
j=1
τij (p)
)T
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where k′ ≤ m. As before, p ∈ H2(C,Z) is the class of a point. The
T -depthm theory has at most m descendents of 1 and arbitrarily many
descendents of p in the integrand. The T -depth m theory of N/S is
rational if all T -depth m series (42) are Laurent expansions in q of
rational functions in Q(q, s1, s2).
The T -depth 0 theory concerns only descendents of p. By taking the
specialization s3 = 0 of Proposition 2,
Z
cap
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij (p)
)T
= Zcapd,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T ∣∣∣
s3=0
,
we see the depth 0 theory of the cap is rational.
Lemma 6. The T -depth 0 theory of N/S over a curve C is rational.
Proof. By the degeneration formula, all the descendents τij (p) can be
degenerated on to a (0, 0)-cap. The T -depth 0 theory of the cap is
rational. The pairs theory of local curves without any insertions is
rational by [17, 20]. Hence, the result follows by the degeneration
formula. 
5.2. Degeneration. We have already used the degeneration formula
in simple cases in Proposition 3 and Lemma 6 above. We review here
the full T -equivariant formula for descendents of 1, p ∈ H∗(C,Z).
Let C degenerate to a union C1∪C2 of nonsingular projective curves
Ci meeting at a node p
′. Let N degenerate to split bundles
N1 → C1, N2 → C2 .
The levels of Ni must sum to the level of N . The relative points pi,
distributed to nonsingular points of C1 ∪ C2, specify relative points
Si ⊂ Ci away from p′. Let S
+
i = Si ∪ {p
′}.
In order to apply the degeneration formula to the series (42), we
must also specify the distribution of the point classes occuring in the
descendents τij (p). The disjoint union
J1 ∪ J2 = {1, . . . , k}
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specifies the descendents τij (p) distribute to Ci for j ∈ Ji. The degen-
eration formula for (42) is
∑
J ′1∪J
′
2={1,...,k
′}
Z
N1/S
+
1
d,η1,...,η|S1|,µ
∏
j′∈J ′1
τi′
j′
(1)
∏
j∈J1
τij (p)
T gµµ̂
qd
· Z
N2/S
+
2
d,η|S1|+1,...,η|S2|,µ̂
∏
j′∈J ′2
τi′
j′
(1)
∏
j∈J2
τij (p)
T
A crucial point in the derivation of the degeneration formula is the
pre-deformability condition (ii) of Section 3.7 of [24]. The condition
insures the existence of finite resolutions of the universal sheaf F in
the relative geometry (needed for the definition of the descendents)
and guarantees the splitting of the descendents under pull-back via the
gluing maps of the relative geometry. The foundational treatment for
stable pairs is essentially the same as for ideal sheaves [12].
5.3. Induction I. To obtain the rationality of the T -depth m theory
of N/S over a curve C, further knowledge of the descendent theory of
twisted caps is required.
Lemma 7. The rationality of the T -depth m theories of all twisted caps
implies the rationality of the T -depth m theory of N/S over a curve C.
Proof. We start by proving rationality for the T -depth m theories of
all (0, 0) geometries,
(43) OC ⊕OC → P
1 ,
relative to p1, . . . , pr ∈ P1. If r = 1, the geometry is the cap and
rationality of the T -depth m theory is given. Assume rationality holds
for r. We will show rationality holds for r + 1.
Let p(d) be the number of partitions of size d > 0. Consider the
∞× p(d) matrix Md, indexed by monomials
L =
∏
i≥0
τi(p)
ni
in the descendents of p and partitions µ of d, with coefficient Zcapd,µ (L)
T
in position (L, µ). The lowest Euler characteristic for a degree d stable
pair on the cap is d. The leading qd coefficients of Md are well-known
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to be of maximal rank.10 Hence, the full matrix Md is also of maximal
rank.
Consider the level (0, 0) geometry over P1 relative to r + 1 points in
T -depth m,
(44) Z
(0,0)
d,η1,...,ηr ,µ
(
k′∏
j′=1
τi′
j′
(1)
k∏
j=1
τij (p)
)T
.
We will determine the series (44) from the T -depth m series relative to
r points,
(45) Z
(0,0)
d,η1,...,ηr
(
L
k′∏
j′=1
τi′
j′
(1)
k∏
j=1
τij (p)
)T
defined by all monomials L in the descendents of p.
Consider the T -equivariant degeneration of the (0, 0) geometry rel-
ative to r points obtained by bubbling off a single (0, 0)-cap. All the
descendents of p remain on the original (0, 0) geometry in the degener-
ation except for those in L which distribute to the cap. By induction
on m, we need only analyze the terms of the degeneration formula in
which the descendents of the identity distribute away from the cap.
Then, since Md has full rank, the invariants (44) are determined by the
invariants (45).
We have proven the rationality of the T -depth m theory of the (0, 0)-
cap implies the rationality of the T -depthm theories of all (0, 0) relative
geometries over P1. By degenerations of higher genus curves C to
rational curves with relative points, the rationality of the (0, 0) relative
geometries over curves C of arbitrary genus is established.
Finally, consider a relative geometry N/S over C of level (a1, a2).
We can degenerate N/S to the union of a (0, 0) relative geometry over
C and a twisted (a1, a2)-cap. Since the rationality of the T -depth m
theory of the twisted cap is given, we conclude the rationality of N/S
over C. 
The proof of Lemma 7 yields a slightly refined result which will be
half of our induction argument relating the descendent theory of the
(0, 0)-cap and the (0, 0)-tube.
Lemma 8. The rationality of the T -depth m theory of the (0, 0)-cap
implies the rationality of the T -depth m theory of the (0, 0)-tube.
10 The leading qd coefficients are obtained from the Chern characters of the
tautological rank d bundle on Hilb(N∞, d). The Chern characters generate the ring
H∗T (Hilb(N∞, d),Q) after localization as can easily be seen in the T -fixed point
basis. A more refined result is discussed in Section 9.
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5.4. T-depth. The T-depth m theory of the (a1, a2)-cap consists of all
the T-equivariant series
(46) Z
(a1,a2)
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
k′∏
j′=1
τi′
j′
([∞])
)T
where k′ ≤ m. Here, 0 ∈ P1 is the non-relative T-fixed point and
∞ ∈ P1 is the relative point. The T-depth m theory of the (a1, a2)-
cap is rational if all T-equivariant depth m series (42) are Laurent
expansions in q of rational functions in Q(q, s1, s2, s3).
Lemma 9. The rationality of the T-depth m theory of the (a1, a2)-cap
implies the rationality of the T -depth m theory of the (a1, a2)-cap.
Proof. The identity class 1 ∈ H∗T (P
1,Z) has a well-known expression in
terms of the T-fixed point classes
1 = −
[0]
s3
+
[∞]
s3
.
We can calculate at most m descendents of 1 in the T -equivariant
theory via at most m descendents of [∞] in the T-equivariant theory
(followed the specialization s3 = 0). 
6. Rubber calculus
6.1. Overview. We collect here results concerning the rubber calcu-
lus which will be needed to complete the proof of Theorem 3. Our
discussion of the rubber calculus follows the treatment given in Section
4.8-4.9 of [20].
6.2. Universal 3-fold R. Consider the moduli space of stable pairs
on rubber Pn(R/R0 ∪R∞)∼ discussed in Section 3.3. Let
π : R → Pn(R/R0 ∪R∞, d)
∼
denote the universal 3-fold. The space R can be viewed as a moduli
space of stable pairs on rubber together with a point r of the 3-fold
rubber. The point r is not permitted to lie on the relative divisors R0
and R∞. The stability condition is given by finiteness of the associated
automorphism group. The virtual class of R is obtained via π-flat
pull-back,
[R]vir = π∗
(
[Pn(R/R0 ∪R∞, d)
∼]vir
)
.
As before, let
F→ R
denote the universal sheaf on R.
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The target point r together withR0 andR∞ specifies 3 distinct points
of the destabilized P1 over which the rubber is fibered. By viewing the
target point as 1 ∈ P1, we obtain a rigidification map to the tube,
φ : R → Pn(N/N0 ∪N∞, d),
where N = O1P ⊕O
1
P is the trivial bundle over P
1. By a comparison of
deformation theories,
(47) [R]vir = φ∗
(
[Pn(N/N0 ∪N∞, d)]
vir
)
.
6.3. Rubber descendents. Rubber calculus transfers T -equivariant
rubber descendent integrals to T -equivariant descendent integrals for
the (0, 0)-tube geometry via the maps π and φ. Consider the rubber
descendent
(48)
〈
µ
∣∣∣ ψℓ0 τc · k∏
j=1
τij
∣∣∣ ν〉∼
n,d
.
As before, ψ0 is the cotangent line at the dynamical point 0 ∈ P1. The
action of the rubber descendent τi is defined via the universal sheaf F
by the operation
π∗
(
ch2+i(F)∩(π
∗( · )
)
: H∗(Pn(N/N0∪N∞, d))→ H∗(Pn(N/N0∪N∞, d)) .
By the push-pull formula, the integral (48) equals
(49)
〈
µ
∣∣∣ ch2+c(F) π∗
(
ψℓ0 ·
k∏
j=1
τij
) ∣∣∣ ν〉R∼
n,d
.
Next, we compare the cotangent lines π∗(ψ0) and φ
∗(ψ0) on R. A
standard argument yields
π∗(ψ0) = φ
∗(ψ0)− φ
∗(D0),
where
D0 ⊂ In(N/N0 ∪N∞, d)
is the virtual boundary divisor for which the rubber over ∞ carries
Euler characteristic n. We will apply the cotangent line comparisons
to (49). The basic vanishing
(50) ψ0|D0 = 0
holds.
Consider the Hilbert scheme of points Hilb(R0, d) of the relative di-
visor. The boundary condition µ corresponds to a Nakajima basis
element of A∗T (Hilb(R0, d)). Let F0 be the universal quotient sheaf on
Hilb(R0, d)×R0,
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and define the descendent
(51) τc = π∗
(
ch2+c(F0)
)
∈ AcT (Hilb(R0, d))
where π is the projection
π : Hilb(R0, d)×R0 → Hilb(R0, d) .
The cotangent line comparisons, equation (49), and the vanishing
(50) together yield the following result,
(52)
〈
µ
∣∣∣ ψℓ0 τc · k∏
j=1
τij
∣∣∣ ν〉∼
n,d
=
〈
µ
∣∣∣ ψℓ0 τc(p) · k∏
j=1
τij
∣∣∣ ν〉tube,T
n,d
−
〈
τc · µ
∣∣∣ ψℓ−10 k∏
j=1
τij
∣∣∣ ν〉∼
n,d
.
Equation (52) will be the main required property of the rubber calculus.
7. Capped 1-leg descendents: full
7.1. Overview. We complete the proof of Theorem 3 using the inter-
play between the T-equivariant localization of the cap and the theory
of rubber integrals. A similar strategy was used in [18] to prove the
Virasoro constraints for target curves. As a consequence, we will also
obtain a special case of Theorem 2.
Let N be a split rank 2 bundle on a nonsingular projective curve C
of genus g. Let S ⊂ N be the relative divisor associated to the points
p1, . . . , pr ∈ C. We consider the T -equivariant stable pairs theory of
N/S with respect to the scaling action.
Proposition 6. If γj ∈ H
2∗(C,Z) are even cohomology classes, then
Z
N/S
d,η1,...,ηr
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)T
is the Laurent expansion in q of a rational function in Q(q, s1, s2).
Proposition 6 is the restriction of Theorem 2 to even cohomology.
The proof is given in Section 7.4. The proof of Theorem 2 will be com-
pleted with the inclusion of descendents of odd cohomology in Section
8.
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7.2. Induction II. The first half of our induction argument was es-
tablished in Lemma 8. The second half relates the (0, 0)-tube back to
the (0, 0)-cap with an increase in depth.
Lemma 10. The rationality of the T -depth m theory of the (0, 0)-tube
implies the rationality of T-depth m+ 1 theory of the (0, 0)-cap.
Proof. The result follows from the T-equivariant localization formula
for the (0, 0)-cap and the rubber calculus of Section 6.3. To illustrate
the method, consider first the m = 0 case of Lemma 10.
The localization formula for T-depth 1 series for the (0, 0)-cap is the
following:
Z
cap
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0]) · τi′1([∞])
)T
=
∑
|µ|=d
WVertµ
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)
·W(0,0)µ ·
(
S
τi′1
·µ
η + S
µ
η (τi′1)
)
,
where the rubber terms on the right are
S
τi′1
·µ
η =
∑
n≥d
qn
〈
τi′1 · Pµ
∣∣∣∣ 1s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
,
Sµη(τi′1) =
∑
n≥d
qn
〈
Pµ
∣∣∣∣ s3τi′1s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
.
In the first rubber term, τi′1 acts on the boundary condition Pµ via
(51). The term arises from the distribution of the Chern character of
the descendent τi′1([∞]) away from the rubber.
The second rubber term simplifies via the topological recursion rela-
tion for ψ0 after writing
(53)
s3
s3 − ψ0
= 1 +
ψ0
s3 − ψ0
and the rubber calculus relation (52). We find
Sµη (τi′1) =
∑
|η̂|=d
S
µ
η̂ ·
gη̂η̂
qd
· Ztubed,η̂,η
(
τi′1([∞])
)T
− S
τi′
1
·µ
η .
The leading 1 on the right side of (53) corresponds to the degener-
ate leading term of Sµη̂ . The topological recursion applied to the ψ0
prefactor of the second term produces the rest of Sµη̂ . The superscript
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tube refers here to the (0, 0)-tube. The rubber calculus produces the
correction −S
τi′1
·µ
η .
After reassembling the localization formula, we find
Z
cap
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0]) · τi′1([∞])
)T
=
∑
|η̂|=d
Z
cap
d,η̂
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T
·
gη̂η̂
qd
· Ztubed,η̂,η
(
τi′1([∞])
)T
which implies the m = 0 case of Lemma 10.
The above method of expressing the T-depth m + 1 theory of the
(0, 0)-cap in terms of the T-depth 0 theory of the (0, 0)-cap and the
T -depth m theory of the (0, 0)-tube is valid for all m.
Consider the m = 1 case. The localization formula for T-depth 2
series for the (0, 0)-cap is the following:
Z
cap
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0]) · τi′1([∞])τi2([∞])
)T
=
∑
|µ|=d
WVertµ
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)
·W(0,0)µ
·
(
S
τi′1
τi′2
·µ
η + S
τi′1
·µ
η (τi′2) + S
τi′2
·µ
η (τi′1) + S
µ
η (τi′1τi′2)
)
,
where the rubber terms on the right are
S
τi′1
τi′2
·µ
η =
∑
n≥d
qn
〈
τi′1τi′2 · Pµ
∣∣∣∣ 1s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
,
S
τi′
1
·µ
η (τi′2) =
∑
n≥d
qn
〈
τi′1 · Pµ
∣∣∣∣ s3τi′2s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
,
S
τi′
2
·µ
η (τi′1) =
∑
n≥d
qn
〈
τi′2 · Pµ
∣∣∣∣ s3τi′1s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
,
Sµη (τi′1τi′2) =
∑
n≥d
qn
〈
Pµ
∣∣∣∣ s23τi′1τi′2s3 − ψ0
∣∣∣∣ Cη〉∼
n,d
.
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Using (53) and the rubber calculus relation (52), we find
Sµη (τi′1τi′2) =
∑
|η̂|=d
S
µ
η̂ ·
gη̂η̂
qd
· Ztubed,η̂,η
(
τi′1([∞]) · τi′2(1)
)T
− S
τi′1
·µ
η (τi′2)
+
∑
|η̂|=d
S
µ
η̂ (τi′2) ·
gη̂η̂
qd
Ztubed,η̂,η
(
τi′1([∞])
)T
.
As we have seen before,
S
µ
η̂(τi′2) =
∑
|µ̂|=d
S
µ
µ̂ ·
gµ̂µ̂
qd
· Ztubed,µ̂,η̂
(
τi′2([∞])
)T
− S
τi′
2
·µ
η̂ ,
S
τi′
2
·µ
η (τi′1) =
∑
|η̂|=d
S
τi′
2
·µ
η̂ ·
gη̂η̂
qd
· Ztubed,η̂,η
(
τi′1([∞])
)T
− S
τi′
1
τi′
2
·µ
η .
After adding everything together, we have for m = 1 the relation:
Z
cap
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0]) ·
2∏
j′=1
τi′
j′
([∞])
)T
=
+ s3
∑
|η̂|=d
Z
cap
d,η̂
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T
·
gη̂η̂
qd
· Ztubed,η̂,η
(
τi′1([∞]) · τi′2(1)
)T
+
∑
|µ̂|,|η̂|=d
Z
cap
d,µ̂
(
k∏
j=1
τij ([0])
)T
·
gµ̂µ̂
qd
· Ztubed,µ̂,η̂
(
τi′2([∞])
)T
·
gη̂η̂
qd
· Ztubed,η̂,η
(
τi′1([∞])
)T
.
We leave the derivation of the parallel formula for general m (via ele-
mentary bookkeeping) to the reader. 
An identical argument yields the twisted version of Lemma 10 for
the (a1, a2)-cap.
Lemma 11. The rationality of the T -depth m theory of the (0, 0)-tube
implies the rationality of the T-depth m+ 1 theory of the (a1, a2)-cap.
7.3. Proof of Theorem 3. Lemmas 8 and 10 together provide an
induction which results in the rationality of the T-depth m theory of
the (0, 0)-cap for allm. Since the classes of theT-fixed points 0,∞ ∈ P1
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generate H∗
T
(P1,Z) after localization, all partition functions
Z
cap
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)T
, γj ∈ H
∗
T
(P1,Z)
are Laurent series in q of rational functions in Q(q, s1, s2, s3). 
7.4. Proof of Proposition 6. Using Lemma 11, we obtain the exten-
sion of Theorem 3 to twisted (a1, a2)-caps.
Proposition 7. For γj ∈ H∗T(P
1,Z), the descendent series
Z
(a1,a2)
d,η
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)T
of the (a1, a2)-cap is the Laurent expansion in q of a rational function
in Q(q, s1, s2, s3).
By taking the s3 = 0 specialization of Proposition 7, we obtain
the rationality of the T -depth m theory of the (a1, a2)-cap for all m.
Proposition 6 then follows from Lemma 7. 
7.5. T-equivariant tubes. The (a1, a2)-tube is the total space of
OP1(a1)⊕OP1(a2)→ P
1
relative to the fibers over both 0,∞ ∈ P1. We lift the C∗-action on P1 to
OP1(ai) with fiber weights 0 and ais3 over 0,∞ ∈ P
1. The 2-dimensional
torus T acts on the (a1, a2)-tube by scaling the line summands, so we
obtain a T-action on the (a1, a2)-tube.
Proposition 8. For γj ∈ H∗T(P
1,Z), the descendent series
Z
(a1,a2)
d,η1η2
(
k∏
j=1
τij (γj)
)T
of the (a1, a2)-tube is the Laurent expansion in q of a rational function
in Q(q, s1, s2, s3).
Proof. Consider the descendent series
(54) Z
(a1,a2)
d,η2
(
L
k′∏
j′=1
τi′
j′
(1)
k∏
j=1
τij ([∞])
)T
of the (a1, a2)-cap where L is a monomial in the descendents of [0]. The
(a1, a2)-cap admits a T-equivariant degeneration to a standard (0, 0)-
cap and an (a1, a2)-tube by bubbling off 0 ∈ P1. The insertions τij ([0])
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of L are sent T-equivariantly to the non-relative point of the (0, 0)-cap.
Since (54) is rational by Proposition 7 and the matix Md of Lemma 7
is full rank, the rationality of
Z
(a1,a2)
d,η1η2
(
k′∏
j′=1
τi′
j′
(1)
k∏
j=1
τij ([∞])
)T
follows by induction on k′ from the degeneration formula. The classes
1 and [∞] generate H∗
T
(P1,Z) after localization. 
8. Descendents of odd cohomology
8.1. Reduction to (0, 0). Let N/S be the relative geometry of a split
rank 2 bundle on a nonsingular projective curve C of genus g. Let
α1, . . . , αg, β1, . . . , βg ∈ H
1(C,Z)
be a standard symplectic basis of the odd cohomology of C. Proposition
6 establishes Theorem 2 in case only the descendents of the even classes
1, p ∈ H∗(C,Z) are present. The descendents of αi and βj will now be
considered.
The relative geometry N/S may be T -equivariantly degenerated to
OC ⊕OC → C
and an (a1, a2)-cap. The relative points and the descendents τk(αi)
and τk(βj) in the integrand remain on C. Since the rationality of the
T -equivariant descendent theory of the (a1, a2)-cap has been proven,
we may restrict our study of the descendents of odd cohomology to the
(0, 0) relative geometry over C.
8.2. Proof of Theorem 2. The full descendent theories of (0, 0) rela-
tive geometries of curves C are uniquely determined by the even descen-
dent theories of (0, 0) relative geometries by the following four proper-
ties:
(i) Algebraicity of the virtual class,
(ii) Degeneration formulas for the relative theory in the presence of
odd cohomology,
(iii) Monodromy invariance of the relative theory,
(iv) Elliptic vanishing relations.
The properties (i)-(iv) were used in [18] to determine the full relative
Gromov-Witten descendents of target curves in terms of the descen-
dents of even classes.
The results of Section 5 of [18] are entirely formal and apply ver-
batim to the descendent theory of (0, 0) relative geometries of curves.
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Moreover, the rationality of the even theory implies the rationality of
the full descendent theory. 
9. Denominators
9.1. Summary. We prove the denominator claims of Conjecture 3
when only descendents of 1 and p are present.
Theorem 5. If only descendents of even cohomology are considered,
the denominators of the degree d descendent partition functions Z of
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are products of factors of the form qk and
1− (−q)r
for 1 ≤ r ≤ d.
Theorem 5 is proven by carefully tracing the denominators through
the proofs of Theorems 1-3. When the descendents of odd cohomology
are included, the strategy of Section 5 of [18] requires matrix inver-
sions11 for which we can not control the denominators.
Theorem 5 is new even when no descendents are present. For the
trivial bundle
N = OP1 ⊕OP1 → P
1 ,
the T -equivariant partition Z
N/S
d,η1,η2,η3 of Theorem 2 is (up to q shifts)
equal to the 3-point function
〈η1, η2, η3〉
in the quantum cohomology of the Hilbert scheme of points of C2, see
[19, 20].
Corollary. The 3-point functions in the T -equivariant quantum coho-
mology of Hilb(C2, d) have possible poles in -q only at the rth roots of
unity for r at most d.
Proof. By Theorem 5, we see the possible poles in −q of the 3-point
functions are at 0 and the rth roots of unity for r at most d. By
definition, the 3-point functions have no poles at 0. 
11Specifically, the matrix associated to Lemma 5.6 of [18] has an inverse with
denominators we cannot at present constrain.
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9.2. Denominators for Proposition 2. We follow here the notation
used in the proof of Proposition 2 in Section 3.
The matrix Sµη is a fundamental solution of a linear differential equa-
tion with singularities only at 0 and rth roots of unity for r at most d,
see [21]. Hence, the poles in −q of the evaluation
Sµη |s3= 1a (s1+s2)
can occur only at 0 and rth roots of unity for r at most d. The denom-
inator claim of Theorem 5 for Proposition 2 then follows directly from
the proof in Section 3.5.
While only the rationality of Theorem 4 is needed in the proof of
Proposition 2, the much stronger Laurent polynomiality of Theorem 4
is used here.
9.3. Denominators for T -equivariant stationary theory. Con-
sider the denominators of
Z
N/S
d,η1,...,ηr
(
k∏
j=1
τij (p)
)T
.
The denominator result for the T -equivariant stationary theory of the
(0, 0)-cap is obtained from the denominator result for Proposition 2 by
the specialization s3 = 0. By degenerating all the descendents τij (p) on
to a (0, 0)-cap, we need only study the denominators of T -equivariant
partition functions Z
N/S
d,η1,...,ηr with no descendent insertions.
The denominator result for the T -equivariant (a, b)-tube with no
descendents is again a consequence of the study of the fundamental
solution in [21]. By repeated degenerations (using the (a, b)-tube for
the twists in N), we need only study the denominators of T -equivariant
partition functions Z
(0,0)
d,η1,η2,η3 with 3 relative insertions.
9.4. Relative/descendent correspondence. Relative conditions in
the theory of local curves were exchanged for descendents in the proof
of Lemma 7. For the denominator result for Z
(0,0)
d,η1,η2,η3 , we require a
more efficient correspondence.
Proposition 9. Let d > 0 be an integer. The square matrix with
coefficients
(55) Zcapd,λ
(
τµ1−1([0]) · · · τµℓ(µ)−1([0])
)T
as λ and µ vary among partitions of d
(i) is triangular with respect to the partial ordering by length,
(ii) has diagonal entries given by monomials in q,
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(iii) and is of maximal rank.
Proof. The Proposition follows from the results of Section 4.6 of [20]
applied to the theory of stable pairs. Our relative conditions λ are
defined with identity weights in the T -equivariant cohomology of C2.
For the proof, we weight all the parts of λ with he T -equivariant class
of the origin in C2. Then, by compactness and dimension constraints,
the triangularity of the matrix is immediate for partitions of different
lengths. On the diagonal, the expected dimension of the integrals are
0. Using the compactification
(56) C2 × P1 ⊂ P2 × P1
as in Section 4.6 of [20], we obtain the triangularity of equal length
partitions.
Consider the Hilbert scheme of points Hilb(C2, d) of the plane. Let
F be the universal quotient sheaf on
Hilb(C2, d)× C2,
and define the descendent12
τk = π∗
(
ch2+k(F)
)
∈ Ak(Hilb(C2, d),Q)
as before (51). Using the compactification (56), we reduce the calcula-
tion of the diagonal entries to the pairing
(57) s1s2
〈
τc−1
∣∣∣ (c)〉
Hilb(C2,d)
=
1
c!
which appears in [22].
We conclude the diagonal entries do not vanish. The diagonal entries
are monomial in q by the usual vanishing obtained by the holomorphic
symplectic form on C2. 
The denominator result holds for the nonvanishing entries of the
correspondence matrix (55). Since the matrix is triangular with mono-
mials in q on the diagonal, the denominator result holds for the inverse
matrix.
We can now establish the denominator result for the T -equivariant
3-point function Z
(0,0)
d,η1,η2,η3 . We start with the descendent series
(58) Z0,0d,η3
(
τµ1−1(p) · · · τµℓ(µ)−1(p) · τµ̂1−1(p) · · · τµ̂ℓ(µ̂)−1(p)
)
for partitions µ and µ̂ of d. The denominator result holds for all series
(58). By bubbling all the descendents τµi−1(p) off of the point 0 ∈ P
1
and bubbling all the descendents τµ̂i−1(p) off of the point 1 ∈ P
1, we
12The Chern character of F is properly supported over Hilb(C2, d).
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conclude the denominator result for Z
(0,0)
d,η1,η2,η3 from the denominator
result for the inverse of the correspondence matrix (55).
9.5. Denominators for Theorems 2-3. The denominator result for
Theorem 3 is obtained by following the proof given in Sections 5-7. An
important point is to replace the matrix Md appearing in the proof of
Lemma 7 with the correspondence matrix (55). The required matrix
inversion then keeps the denominator form. The rest of the proof of
Theorem 3 respects the denominators.
Proposition 6 is the statement of Theorem 2 for descendents of even
cohomology. Again, the proof respects the denominators. The proof of
Theorem 5 is complete. 
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